RECRUIT...RECRUIT...RECRUIT!!

OKAY 4-H MEMBERS.....It’s time to put our best foot forward and show everyone what 4-H is all about.

Let others in on the secret about 4-H
The fun and excitement of 4-H is a secret worth sharing. We challenge you to spread the word. Think back to when you learned about 4-H. Who told you the secret? Most members choose to join 4-H because they were invited to do so by someone they know.

4-H is an organization that is great for the whole family. There is something for everyone to do. Our goal is for every 4-H family to invite a new family to attend your club’s October meeting. Send them an invitation personalized with your club meeting information.

Don’t think that you can make a difference? You are the best promoter that 4-H has. Your enthusiasm and invitation is the most effective way to convince your friends to join 4-H. As a club working together, you can have a major impact on spreading the word about 4-H.

Think of All the Possibilities 4-H Has to Offer!
4-H projects and activities are perfect opportunities to help teach young people about making a decision and following through with commitments. A 4-H project experience includes: selecting an area of interest; setting goals; completing hands on learning activities; sharing new skills with others; exhibiting items made; participating in project events; and keeping a record of progress. There are no limits to how many projects a member can enroll in, however beginning members may want to limit their project selection to one or two for the first year. Older 4-H members may want to consider all obligations for their time committed to school, extra curricular activities, work and social schedules.